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he letter. No pity, no consideration for the suifering
i were allowed to interfere with the collection of
he Ukraine or elsewhere. The political sections and
martial saw to that. Those who resisted were treated
ists, saboteurs; in short, as enemies of the State,
tent the position had grown worse in comparison with
in and winter of 1932, when the brutal seizure of
reached its zenith. In another respect, too, there was
n the position. After the experiences of the previous
i news of the famine and the vast number of deaths
ly reached the non-Communist world through letters
tnesses* accounts, the Kremlin now resolved to take
ps to render the events "invisible," to systematize the
id, as far as possible, to erect an invisible Chinese
rating the starving populations from the rest of the
te fact was that in 1932, as Pierre Berland rightly
* authorities had been surprised by the magnitude
istrophe. A repetition was to be avoided. Now there
:o take all necessary measures. The most important
is direction was undoubtedly the great cleaning-up
y which the hungry populations were removed from
into the "invisible'* zone.
Tgy and speed with which the Government set about
was without doubt a remarkable achievement. In
; it would be impossible to see people dying and
arvation in the streets. The towns were to be freed
5 categories of people who could not or must not be
bis was done mainly with an eye to those taking part
; organized by the Soviet Russian tourist bureau and
guests of honour^ visiting the capitals and provincial
cording to a prearranged plan. Radical measures
fore adopted to ensure that death should overtake
ese starving people not in the towns, but outside the
3—sixty miles away. As described elsewhere, many
of starving people were expelled^ the authorities

